
 
Credentials:   
-  Published in Family Chronicle, Internet Genealogy and Everton's 
-  Member of Pike’s Peak GenEmail:ealogical Society 
-  Member of Southern Arizona Genealogical Society 
-  Member of Friends in British India Society 
Other Comments: 
-  Research focus on New Jersey, India, and England 
- My specialty is explaining how to find information on ancestors, using the internet or libraries. 
 

AV / Equipment: Screen, projector computer for PowerPoint presentation 

 

Fee: $80 

 

Travel  Restrictions:  - Will travel within 70 miles of Falcon, CO, Some night and weather restrictions may apply 
 
Webinars:  Can provide a remote presentation upon request. Society must provide high-speed internet and 
platform (ie: Zoom or Go-To-Meeting,) 
 
Presentations:  
-  Details in Wills: The presentation will show how to gain the maximum.  This will cover how to fully benefit 
from studying wills.   
-  Get the Details Right: Everyone has seen (or made) errors in family trees.  It is not easy to sort out the right 
details from the many questionable pieces of information.  
-  Pushing Back the Clock; The focus here is on records earlier than about 1840, places to look for earlier 
records, mostly online concentrating on the US and England including using directories, WorldCat and Google 
to best advantage. 
-  Reach Out and Touch; The benefits of exchanging emails with family members, how to find people to 
contact and how to increase your chances for a response. 
- Finding English Families; The presentation will show several methods of finding details on English 
ancestors beyond using Family Search or Ancestry.  
- British Soldiers (mostly officers) and Sailors: Where records might be found and how to trace them. 
- British Baptism Details: British vital records contain a lot of useful information, not all of it apparent. 
- Use All of the Clues: many records contain additional information that is often overlooked. This presentation 
shows common sources and how to find information that might be found “hidden in plain sight.” 
-  Missionaries; Churches often wrote extensively for the folks at home who provided funds.  It will include 
both clergy and lay people and talk about how the records can help determine which church the family might 
have belonged to. 
- Using Sanborn Maps and City Directories: How to merge information from directories and maps to locate a 
home in a city, even when street names have been changed. 
- Online Books: Old books contain a wealth of information about our ancestors. This presentation explains 
how to find them, obtain the records and get information. 
- Continental Cooperation: This presentation is a case study showing how connections made with a woman 
from Australia via Ancestry family trees can help gain a better understanding of a soldier from India who died in 
1802. 
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